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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2007
Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers is a comprehensive, example–laden review of the most significant new features and improvements offered by the latest release of Oracle Corporation’s flagship database product.
	Learn what’s new in Oracle that really counts. 
	See actual...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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Critical Thinking: Tools for Taking Charge of Your Professional and Personal LifePrentice Hall, 2002

	Addresses all three key components of thinking: analysis, evaluation and re-thinking. Gives you the practical critical thinking skills you need to take control of your life, help you cope with virtually any situation--and be more successful in pursuing your ultimate dreams and values.


	You are what you think...

...
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Anatomy of a Robot (TAB Robotics)McGraw-Hill, 2003
This work looks under the hood of all robotic projects, stimulating teachers, students, and hobbyists to learn more about the gamut of areas associated with control systems and robotics. It offers a unique presentation in providing both theory and philosophy in a technical yet entertaining way.     

       UNDER THE HOOD OF A...
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REPOSITIONING:  Marketing in an Era of Competition, Change and CrisisMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The book that completes Positioning . . .

Thirty years ago, Jack Trout and Al Ries published    their classic bestseller, Positioning: The Battle for Your    Mind—a book that revolutionized the world of marketing.    But times have changed. Competition is fiercer.    Consumers are savvier. Communications are...
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JUNOS SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations...
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Leading at a Higher Level, Revised and Expanded Edition: Blanchard on Leadership and Creating High Performing OrganizationsFT Press, 2009

	"Leading at a Higher Level makes clear that respect and integrity aren’t pleasant-sounding options; they are essential criteria for an organization’s survival. As inspiring as it is instructive, this book belongs in every leader’s core curriculum."

...
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Handbook of Educational Data Mining (CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2010

	The goal of this book is to provide an overview of the current state of knowledge of educational
	data mining (EDM). The primary goal of EDM is to use large-scale educational data
	sets to better understand learning and to provide information about the learning process.
	Although researchers have been studying human learning for over a...
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Statistics for Business and Economics (Book Only)South-Western College, 2010

	Discover how the most trusted approach to statistics today is Simply Powerful. The latest market-leading text from respected authors Anderson/Sweeney/Williams, STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 11e, introduces sound statistical methodology within a strong applications setting like no other text. The authors clearly demonstrate how...
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Outsource It!: A No-Holds-Barred Look at the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Offshoring Tech ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		If you need to expand your business but not your budget, if your group has an intense but short-term project, if you don't have the skill set to get a job done-it's time to think about outsourcing. Starting from the first step (should you outsource part of your tech work?) to the last (how can you protect your intellectual...
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